
Complimentary
Planet Mark 
Certification
Sign up for  
Property Certification
2-year certification to Planet Mark, 
courtesy of GLP



Together we can contribute 
to a sustainable future

At GLP, we set ourselves very high 
standards when it comes to protecting and 
supporting the communities in which we 
operate. As business builders and investors, 
we have a unique opportunity to embed 
sustainability across our buildings and 
beyond.  
 
Our strategy is a process of constant 
improvement. That’s why we need a bold 
vision, shared ambition, and a commitment 
to collaboration to make it work – and why 
we need our customers on the journey with 
us. 

We believe operating efficiently has an 
important role to play in our contribution 
to a sustainable future. Our developments 
are Planet Mark certified during their 
construction stage, a legacy we aim to pass 
on to customers. As such, we are delighted 
to offer complimentary Planet Mark 
Property Certification.

Planet Mark is a sustainability certification for every type of 
organisation and for real estate. Its Property Certification 
quantifies a building’s ongoing operational carbon footprint 
and sets annual reduction targets to ensure continuous 
improvement. 
 
The Property Certification will be fully funded by GLP and 
will follow the Planet Mark’s unique three-step process. By 
committing to the two-year programme, you will receive: 

What is Planet Mark 
Certification?

Measurement support: Data collection spreadsheets 
will be provided and discussed on an initial setup call 
with a member of the Planet Mark Certification team. 
Ongoing support will be available throughout the data 
collection and submission process. You will receive a 
carbon footprint report and certificate for the building you 
operate in. 

Engagement support: Free sustainability advisory services, 
including 1-to-1 carbon clinics, topic or geography 
based round tables, and specific tools or guides with 
sustainability tips, to help upskill and inspire your staff. 
Access to Planet Mark Community platform to collaborate 
and communicate with fellow members.

Communication support: Provision of the Planet Mark 
logo, and marketing and communication assets. This 
includes physical materials to display in buildings, case 
studies highlighted through Planet Mark social media 
channels and cumulative carbon reduction reports. 
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The period leading up to 2030 is considered to be the most 
important period for tackling the climate emergency and 
biodiversity breakdown. If we take action now, we will do 
much to avert these unfolding crises and have a planet that 
is fit for us and our future generations.  
 
Building and construction are responsible for 39% of global 
carbon emissions, with operational emissions (from energy 
used to heat, cool and light buildings) accounting for 28%.

Together, we can create and operate buildings that future 
generations will recognise for pushing boundaries at this 
critical moment for us and the planet.

As the logistics industry grows, its impact on and role 
within local communities will too. That’s why we are so 
committed to contributing to the communities we operate 
within, building meaningful, productive and sustainable 
relationships. 

For us, corporate responsibility is, first and foremost, a very 
human concept. By doing good in the world, we are not only 
doing the right thing, but also building a sound business 
strategy. 
 
That’s why we have partnered with Planet Mark, to 
empower our stakeholders to reduce their carbon footprints, 
nurture and protect habitats, and improve the wellbeing 
of their people, whilst also achieving returns on their 
investments. 

The Decade of Action

Forging a Sustainable Legacy
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The period leading up 
to 2030 is considered to 
be the most important 
period for tackling the 
climate emergency and 
biodiversity breakdown”.

“



By 2025, 75% of the UK workforce will be millennials, 
who care deeply about contributing to society and the 
environment.  
 
Organisations can increase their value immensely by 
focusing on sustainability, and many of the world’s 
leading brands are doing just that. Moreover, there is 
a strong correlation between a company’s resource 
efficiency and the strength of its financial performance.  
 
Crucially, reducing carbon means reducing energy and 
consumption, finding efficiencies that save money 
and add to your bottom line. By cutting carbon, 
energy, water and waste, you show that your business 
understands the issues and challenges of climate change 
and is actively mitigating its emissions.  
 
A well thought out sustainability strategy can reduce 
costs significantly, affecting operating profits by as much 
as 60%.

The Business Benefits
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98% of Planet Mark members 
achieve their targets and 
retain certification year-on-
year. With some members 
certified for 10 years or more. 

Continuous improvement

98%

At GLP, we are committed to reducing carbon consumption 

both at an operational and at an embedded level. We 

are excited to be launching this new scheme with Planet 

Mark which will help our customers to drive down carbon 

emissions and encourage our customers to work more 

closely with GLP on the journey to net zero”. 

“

Natali Cooper Managing Director Head of Portfolio & 
Asset Management & ESG – Europe.



Next steps
Sign up for Property Certification

Get in touch 

Confirm you would like to adopt  
complimentary Property Certification.

1. 

Submit readily available data and  
supporting evidence to Planet Mark  
within 12 weeks of signing up.

2. 

Once a complete submission is  
obtained, receive certification 
assets within 4-8 weeks.

3. 

Richard Allington, Technical Asset Manager
richard.allington@glp.com

Emily Le Gallais, Development Surveyor UK
emily-le.gallais@glp.com

Molly Cosgrove, Account Manager
molly.cosgrove@planetmark.com


